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QUESTION 1

A developer has a legacy application that is hosted on-premises. Other applications hosted on AWS depend on the on-
premises application for proper functioning. In case of any application errors, the developer wants to be able to use
Amazon CloudWatch to monitor and troubleshoot all applications from one place. 

How can the developer accomplish this? 

A. Install an AWS SDK on the on-premises server to automatically send logs to CloudWatch. 

B. Download the CloudWatch agent to the on-premises server. Configure the agent to use IAM user credentials with
permissions for CloudWatch. 

C. Upload log files from the on-premises server to Amazon S3 and have CloudWatch read the files. 

D. Upload log files from the on-premises server to an Amazon EC2 instance and have the instance forward the logs to
CloudWatch. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

A company wants to automate part of its deployment process. A developer needs to automate the process of checking
for and deleting unused resources that supported previously deployed stacks but that are no longer used. 

The company has a central application that uses the AWS Cloud Development Kit (AWS CDK) to manage all
deployment stacks. The stacks are spread out across multiple accounts. The developer\\'s solution must integrate as
seamlessly as 

possible within the current deployment process. 

Which solution will meet these requirements with the LEAST amount of configuration? 

A. In the central AWS CDK application, write a handler function in the code that uses AWS SDK calls to check for and
delete unused resources. Create an AWS CloudFormation template from a JSON file. Use the template to attach the
function code to an AWS Lambda function and to invoke the Lambda function when the deployment stack runs. 

B. In the central AWS CDK application, write a handler function in the code that uses AWS SDK calls to check for and
delete unused resources. Create an AWS CDK custom resource. Use the custom resource to attach the function code
to an AWS Lambda function and to invoke the Lambda function when the deployment stack runs. 

C. In the central AWS CDK, write a handler function in the code that uses AWS SDK calls to check for and delete
unused resources. Create an API in AWS Amplify. Use the API to attach the function code to an AWS Lambda function
and to invoke the Lambda function when the deployment stack runs. 

D. In the AWS Lambda console, write a handler function in the code that uses AWS SDK calls to check for and delete
unused resources. Create an AWS CDK custom resource. Use the custom resource to import the Lambda function into
the stack and to invoke the Lambda function when the deployment stack runs. 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 3

A company has an ecommerce application. To track product reviews, the company\\'s development team uses an
Amazon DynamoDB table. 

Every record includes the following: 

A Review ID, a 16-digit universally unique identifier (UUID) 

A Product ID and User ID, 16-digit UUIDs that reference other tables A Product Rating on a scale of 1-5 An optional
comment from the user 

The table partition key is the Review ID. The most performed query against the table is to find the 10 reviews with the
highest rating for a given product. Which index will provide the FASTEST response for this query? 

A. A global secondary index (GSI) with Product ID as the partition key and Product Rating as the sort key 

B. A global secondary index (GSI) with Product ID as the partition key and Review ID as the sort key 

C. A local secondary index (LSI) with Product ID as the partition key and Product Rating as the sort key 

D. A local secondary index (LSI) with Review ID as the partition key and Product ID as the sort key 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 4

A company is planning to securely manage one-time fixed license keys in AWS. The company\\'s development team
needs to access the license keys in automaton scripts that run in Amazon EC2 instances and in AWS CloudFormation
stacks. Which solution will meet these requirements MOST cost-effectively? 

A. Amazon S3 with encrypted files prefixed with "config" 

B. AWS Secrets Manager secrets with a tag that is named SecretString 

C. AWS Systems Manager Parameter Store SecureString parameters 

D. CloudFormation NoEcho parameters 

Correct Answer: C 

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/systems-manager/latest/userguide/systems-manager-parameter-store.html 

 

QUESTION 5

A social media application uses the AWS SDK for JavaScript on the frontend to get user credentials from AWS Security
Token Service (AWS STS). The application stores its assets in an Amazon S3 bucket. The application serves its content
by using an Amazon CloudFront distribution with the origin set to the S3 bucket. 
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The credentials for the role that the application assumes to make the SDK calls are stored in plaintext in a JSON file
within the application code. The developer needs to implement a solution that will allow the application to get user
credentials without having any credentials hardcoded in the application code. 

Which solution will meet these requirements? 

A. Add a Lambda@Edge function to the distribution. Invoke the function on viewer request. Add permissions to the
function\\'s execution role to allow the function to access AWS STS. Move all SDK calls from the frontend into the
function. 

B. Add a CloudFront function to the distribution. Invoke the function on viewer request. Add permissions to the
function\\'s execution role to allow the function to access AWS STS. Move all SDK calls from the frontend into the
function. 

C. Add a Lambda@Edge function to the distribution. Invoke the function on viewer request. Move the credentials from
the JSON file into the function. Move all SDK calls from the frontend into the function. 

D. Add a CloudFront function to the distribution. Invoke the function on viewer request. Move the credentials from the
JSON file into the function. Move all SDK calls from the frontend into the function. 

Correct Answer: A 

https://aws.amazon.com/blogs/aws/introducing-cloudfront-functions-run-your-code-at-the-edge-with-low-latency-at-any-
scale/ 
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